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Abstract
The principal aim of this paper is to shed some light on the algebraic content of the Tratado da arte de arismetica by Bento
Fernandes, which was published in Porto in 1555 and is the earliest treatise of a Portuguese author that has come down to us in
which algebra is studied. Since it therefore constitutes an important testimony of the state of development of algebra in Portugal
in the middle of the 16th century, it deserves special attention. At a time when Pacioli’s Summa, the first printed text that includes
algebraic methods, was already so diffuse, it is surprising that it turns out not to have been the source of the algebraic material of
Bento Fernandes. The comparative study I have carried out between the Tratado da arte de arismetica and a number of abacus
books from the 14th and the 15th centuries shows that Bento Fernandes’s algebra had its origin in abacus manuscripts antedating
the Summa.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Sumário
O principal objectivo deste artigo é dar visibilidade ao conteúdo algébrico do Tratado da arte de arismetica, escrito por Bento
Fernandes e publicado no Porto, em 1555. Sendo o primeiro tratado de autor português, que chegou até nós, em que a álgebra é
estudada, ele merece uma atenção especial, pois constitui um testemunho do estádio de desenvolvimento da álgebra em Portugal,
em meados do século XVI. Numa época em que a Summa de Pacioli, a primeira obra impressa contendo álgebra, estava já bastante
difundida, é surpreendente que não tenha sido ela a fonte do material algébrico de Bento Fernandes. O estudo comparativo entre o
Tratado da arte de arismetica e alguns tratados de ábaco dos séculos XIV e XV mostra que a álgebra portuguesa tem a sua origem
em textos manuscritos de ábaco anteriores à Summa.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Bento Fernandes’s Tratado da arte de arismetica (1555) is one of the first arithmetic works printed in Portugal,
and it is the first arithmetic written by a Portuguese author that includes algebraic methods, in particular rules for
operating with powers and rules for solving several types of equations.
1 Work supported by Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (FCT, the programmes POCTI and POSI) through the Centro de Matemática da
Universidade do Porto (CMUP). A preliminary version of this article is available as a PDF file from http://www.fc.up.pt/cmup.0315-0860/$ – see front matter © 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.hm.2008.01.002
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tuguese authors. The first of these was Gaspar Nicolás’s Tratado da pratica Darismetyca (Lisbon, 1519), of which two
more Portuguese editions appeared in 1530 and 1541.2 The second was Ruy Mendes’s Pratica darismetica (Lisbon,
1540). Nicolás’s and Mendes’s works were very useful for merchant activity, and for the commercial practice devel-
oped in Portugal in the 16th century [Almeida, 1994, I, 81, 85]. Along with most other contemporary commercial
arithmetics they were influenced by Luca Pacioli’s Summa de arithmetica, geometria, proportioni et proportional-
ità.3 Nicolás acknowledges the influence of the Summa in various passages of the Tratado da pratica Darismetyca,
considering it essential in solving several problems that he included [Nicolás, 1519, fol. 54v]. However, none of
these Portuguese texts contains a treatment of algebraic equations and Nicolás refers critically to the efficiency of the
algebraic tools he knew about. In fact, after solving a problem by simple arithmetic, Nicolás adds:
I have already asked this question to an important arithmetician, who told that he knew algebra (. . .), and in conclusion he
has never been able to solve it, and as you see, it is a very easy question (. . .) [Nicolás, 1519, fol. 42r]4
Nicolás was therefore aware of the possibility of solving certain arithmetical problems by algebra, but he chose not
to include this subject in his work. On the other hand, although the nationality of the arithmetician that he mentioned
is unknown, the reference above might point to the existence in the early 16th century of manuscripts dealing with
algebra written by Portuguese authors. Van Egmond has shown that about three hundred manuscripts of Italian origin
written prior to 1500 and dealing with arithmetic and algebra have been preserved; we also know twenty-five or so
French arithmetic mercantile texts with algebraic content written between 1300 and 1500 [see Van Egmond, 1980,
129; 1988, 129]. But according to Docampo [2004, 546–548], no algebraic texts from before 1500 are known in any
of the vernacular languages of the Iberian peninsula. The first algebra book published in Spain or Portugal was Marco
Aurel’s Libro Primero de Arithmetica Algebratica [1552], but there are also some traces of algebraic work in the
50 years preceding its publication. In a recent paper, Docampo [2006] studied a Catalan manuscript from the early
16th century containing notes on arithmetic and algebra that demonstrate that algebra was cultivated in Catalonia
before Aurel. Docampo also showed that the author of this manuscript, tentatively identified as Joan Ventallol, freely
used Pacioli’s Summa, including the theory of equations and its applications.
The Portuguese arithmetical treatises of the sixteenth century have been extensively studied by Almeida [1994].
He mentions an earlier arithmetical book composed by Bento Fernandes, which was entitled Arte de Arismetica and
was purportedly printed in 1541 by Vasco Dias Tanco de Frexenal in Porto; however, Almeida [1994, I, 91–92] states
that he has never seen a copy of this work. I have searched for the Arte de Arismetica in the archives of the Biblioteca
Nacional de Lisboa, the Biblioteca Pública Municipal do Porto, and various other important Portuguese libraries and
archives,5 but have not been able to find this work nor any other Portuguese manuscript treatise dealing with algebra
and written before Fernandes’s Tratado.
Almeida claims that, in the Tratado da arte de arismetica of 1555, Bento Fernandes follows Nicolás and does not
much improve upon him, except that he shows how to solve first and second degree equations. According to Almeida,
“Here, he [Fernandes] outdoes Nicolás, who had forgotten in his Prática d’Arismétyca the algebraic lessons of the
Italian friar [i.e., Pacioli]. This fact documents the dissemination of the Summa in Portugal in the first half of the 16th
century, because it was, no doubt, the source of algebraic material used by Bento Fernandes, after all the same that
Gaspar Nicolás disdained thirty years before” [Almeida, 1994, I, 87].
My study of Fernandes’s treatise was thus started with the goal of documenting the extent of its indebtedness
to Pacioli’s Summa, although certain characteristics of the Portuguese text, especially the total absence of symbolic
notation except for natural numbers and fractions, made me wonder whether its sources were not older than the
2 The Tratado da pratica Darismetyca (Lisbon, 1519) is available in a facsimile edition including a bibliographical note and a comment about
the work and its author by Luís Mendonça de Albuquerque [Albuquerque, 1963].
3 We may mention, for example, the influence of Pacioli’s Summa on Juan Andrés’s Sumario Breve de la practica de la Arithmetica de todo
el curso de larte mercantívol bien declarado: el qual se llama maestro de cuento, printed in Valencia in 1515 [see Docampo, 2006, 45] and on
Ventallol’s Pràtica mercantívol, printed in Lyon in 1521 [see Docampo, 2004, 538–539].
4 Here and elsewhere, the translations into English are my own if nothing else is indicated.
5 These included the following: Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo, Biblioteca do Palácio da Ajuda, Arquivo Histórico do Porto, Biblioteca
Pública de Braga, Arquivo Distrital de Braga, Biblioteca Pública de Évora, and Biblioteca Geral da Universidade de Coimbra.
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Florence’s treatise Tractatus algorismi, written in Montpellier in 1307 (Ms. Vat. Lat. 4826, edited in Høyrup [1999],
and further analysed in Høyrup [2006]); Paolo Gerardi’s Libro di ragioni, written in Montpellier in 1328 (Ms. Magl.
CL. XI. 87, published in Van Egmond [1978]); the anonymous Libro merchatantesche (Ms. Palermo 2 Qq E 13, dated
1398); the Libro da razoni, written by Tomaso de Jacomo Lione in Bologna in 1430 (Ms. Vat. Lat. 4825); and the
anonymous Líbro dí contí e mercatanzíe (c. 1400, Ms. Parma Pal. 312, transcribed in Gregori and Grugnetti [1998]).
I have made a detailed comparison of Bento Fernandes’s text with each of these manuscripts, and arrived at some
remarkable conclusions. As we will see, the algebra in the Tratado da arte de arismetica turns out to be very similar
to that in the Italian abacus tradition from the early 15th century.
2. Bento Fernandes and his Tratado da arte de arismetica
Very little is known about Bento Fernandes’s life. We know that he was a citizen and merchant of the city of Porto,
because this is mentioned in the extended title of his book.6 In addition, an important testimony to the activities of our
author is reported in a document dated the 22nd of July of 1552 and belonging to the Arquivo Distrital do Porto.7 In this
document it is stated that on that date Bento Fernandes lived in Porto in the street of “Ponte de S. Domingos,” where
he had his dwelling house and a workshop. According to Basto (1894–1960) [1931, 17], the well-known historian
from Porto, Bento Fernandes is mentioned by Mosés Amzalak in Historia da Literatura Portuguesa Ilustrada as one
of the two booksellers in Porto at that time.
The Tratado da arte de arismetica was printed in Porto by Francisco Correa on the 20th of February of 1555. It
is written in Portuguese, and it is very rare. As far as I know, only three copies have survived, which are kept in the
public libraries of the Portuguese cities Porto, Évora, and Vila Viçosa. The Tratado is written in vernacular Portuguese
in the style of mercantile arithmetic.8 Its natural readers are, undoubtedly, all people who want to know arithmetic,
but especially merchants, bankers, etc., who will find in this text many problems and rules related to their trade, as the
author explicitly mentions in the title (cf. footnote 6).
Fernandes’s Tratado includes topics such as arithmetical tables, the explanation and use of the Indo-Arabic nu-
meration system, and the usual operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and root extraction) with
integers and fractions. It focuses on problem solving. Many of the problems are of a practical nature and relate, in
general, to business activities: they concern, for example, cost of goods, calculation of interest and discount, exchange
rates, and alloys. There are also some recreational problems and purely abstract problems about numbers. In order
to solve this whole variety of problems, several rules are described such as the Rule of Three and the Rule of Five,
the Rules of Company, the Rule of the Quarter and Twentieth, the Rule of the Reckoning of Flanders, and the Rule
of Barters. However, the work also includes, in Fernandes’s words, “the Rules of « Cousa » which are most impor-
tant to the curious person and to the experts of the art.” Both the problems and the detailed explanations leading to
their solution are written out in words. All these features fit into the description given by several experts of the basic
characteristics of abacus treatises from the 14th and 15th centuries in their different variants.9
In Appendix A, I have included the complete table of contents of the Tratado da arte de arismetica as given by
Bento Fernandes in the beginning of the book. The algebraic rules for operating with powers and for solving equations
are only introduced in a section entitled “As regras da zibra de mocavel e da regra da cousa com a tavoada pera
declaraçam das ditas regras” (“The rules of zibra mocavel and of the rule of the thing with the table to the declaration
of the mentioned rules,” fols. 83r–94v), which appears after the treatment of the basic arithmetic procedures for solving
general problems. Only for four problems studied in an earlier chapter is also an algebraic solution presented (these
6 The full title of Fernandes’s Tratado is Tratado da arte de arismetica novamente composto e ordenado por Bento Fernandez mercador e cidadão
da cidade do Porto. Em que se declaram por boa ordem muytas e muy sotis regras da dita arte muyto proveitosas e necessarias para toda a pessoa
que as quiser aprender. E assi outras muitas regras subtilezas e preguntas de todo o género de conta e rezão e pertencentes aos mercadores e
tratantes. E as regras da cousa que sam de mais sustancia para pessoas curiosas e experimentadas na arte com as regras da liga do ouro e da
prata e as tavoadas da valia do ouro e de seus quilates e da valia da prata mui claramente declarado por modo mui sotil.
7 Arquivo Distrital do Porto (3a secção, nos 3 e 4, fl. 298).
8 Jorge [1908, 67–68] refers to the Tratado as “a Guttemberg almost rudimental, whose destination was a dark corner from Merchants street,”
pointing to the importance of Fernandes’s text for mercantile activity.
9 For a description of the main features of abacus treatises, see Van Egmond [1980, especially 17, 18]. See also the more recent Franci [1998,
64], Malet [1998, 18], Caunedo and Córdoba [2000, 56–57], and Docampo [2004, 51].
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the terms “zibra moquavel” (from al-jabr wa-l-muqa¯bala) and “regra da cousa” (rule of the thing) are used with the
same meaning.
In this article I will concentrate on the algebraic material in the Tratado da arte de arismetica. After describing
various of its characteristics in Sections 3 and 4 and illustrating these with a number of examples from the text, I will
carry out a detailed comparison of Fernandes’s treatment of equations with the earlier manuscripts mentioned above,
which turn out to share certain characteristics with his work.
3. The use of algebraic rules before the algebra section of the Tratado
The algebraic contents of the Tratado da arte de arismetica is introduced in an independent chapter entitled “As
regras da zibra de mocavel e da regra da cousa com a tavoada pera declaraçam das ditas regras” after the treatment
of the various arithmetic rules, as in almost all Italian abacus treatises. However, Bento Fernandes already uses the
rule of the thing [regra da cousa, i.e., algebra] for solving two problems on commerce and two problems on abstract
numbers before introducing the terms and concepts needed for a complete understanding of the subject. We can be
sure that the inclusion of these algebraic solutions was not accidental because in a previous chapter, when Fernandes
solves some problems by the rule of false position, he explicitly states that, further on in the text, he will show, by the
rule of the thing, “many and very ingenious rules” [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 74v]. It is possible that his purpose was to
arouse curiosity for this new subject by first showing its efficiency. The above-mentioned problems solved by the rule
of the thing deserve attention because they turn out to be useful in displaying influences of other works. They also
give us an indication of the choices made by Bento Fernandes in presenting algebraic methods to the reader. I will
therefore here treat them in detail.
3.1. Thing problems on commerce
The first “thing problem” in Bento Fernandes’s Tratado appears in the context of “bartering”10 and runs as follows
(the full Portuguese texts and English translations of all problems from Fernandes’s section on equations and some
others discussed in this article can be found in Appendix B):
Two merchants are bartering. One has cloth from London and the other has cotton. The price in cash of the cloth from
London is 19 gold cruzados. They barter a certain amount (of cloth), that we do not know, and 14 (of the amount) is
required in cash. The quintal of cotton is worth 10 cruzados in cash, but in the barter it is worth 13 cruzados. They will be
(considered) equal in the barter.11 I ask: at what price must the piece of London (cloth) be put in the barter? [Fernandes,
1555, fol. 44r; Appendix B, Problem 1.c]
Fernandes advices that, in order to be more correct, the problem must be solved by the rule of the thing.12 He takes
the barter price of the cloth from London as one thing [cousa] and he wishes to have 14 of this barter price in cash
and the rest of it in goods. In modern notation, supposing that x is the price of the cloth from London in the barter, he
applies the rule
19 − 14x
x − 14x
= 10
13
and obtains the equation
13
(
19 − 1
4
x
)
= 10
(
x − 1
4
x
)
,
10 Barter is a type of commerce in which people trade goods directly, possibly making partial payments in cash. Some problems concerned
with this subject only require the application of the Rule of Three. This happens, for example, when someone wants to find what quantity of
one commodity at a given price will be received in direct exchange for a given quantity of another commodity. However, the rules become more
complicated if one of the merchants, or both, want part of the value in cash and part in commodity.
11 This means that the profits of the two merchants should be proportional.
12
“. . . pera mais certo fazey esta cõta pela regra da cousa que he muy sotil” [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 44].
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247 −
(
3 + 1
4
)
x =
(
7 + 1
2
)
x.
The procedure used to put this equation into the form ax = b is described in a rhetorical language, without symbolic
notation, and is very clear despite the fact that there was, at the time, no appropriate algebraic notation.13 Later
Fernandes also applies algebra to solve a second problem of barter, using exactly the same method.14
3.2. Thing problems on abstract numbers
Bento Fernandes also uses the rules of algebra to solve two problems on abstract numbers appearing before the
actual section on algebra. This occurs in the chapter “Another (problem) of numbers (solved) by the rule of the
thing” [Outra de números pela regra da cousa, fols. 78r–v], where he discusses the rules of false position15 and of
double false position. These two arithmetical procedures were often used to solve problems before the development
of algebraic methods [see Malet, 1998, 31]. Fernandes carefully explains them, justifies their names, and applies
them to various types of problems that are now usually solved by linear equations with one, two, or more unknowns
[cf. Fernandes, 1555, fols. 59–80]. He comments that the rule of double false position is one of the most important
arithmetical rules, because it allows one to solve “reasonings and questions more subtle and more substantial” than
otherwise could be solved.16 However, in the following two problems, he begins by using the algebraic tools, and only
then applies the rule of double false position as an alternative procedure of solution.17
The first of the abstract problems that Bento Fernandes solves by algebra is the following:
Which is the number that when its 13 and
1
4 are subtracted from it, then the rest multiplied by itself makes as much as the
number? [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 74v; Appendix B, Problem 3.b]
The second runs like this:
Make for me such two parts of 10 that when each one is multiplied by itself and (then) one multiplication (i.e., product) is
subtracted from the other, namely, the smaller from the larger, they make 50. [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 78r–v; Appendix B,
Problem 1.e]
The algebraic procedure used by Fernandes is well-structured and, in spite of the difficulty in working with frac-
tional numbers, the computation is correct. The equation that solves the first problem also has zero as a solution, which
the author does not consider. He only points out the positive solution because it was considered to be the “real” solu-
tion, as was common in the tradition of medieval and Renaissance Italian abacus treatises [Franci and Toti Rigatelli,
1983, 299–300]. To solve the second problem, Fernandes assumes that “the first part is one thing,” and therefore the
other must be “10 minus one thing.” Squaring each of these parts and subtracting the first part from the second, he
obtains a first degree equation whose solution is 2 12 .
18 Therefore the parts of 10 that solve the problem are 2 12 and 7
1
2 .
In addition, he points out that it is also possible to solve this problem by the rule of double false position (and even
carries out the solution), but he puts more emphasis on the algebraic procedure.
Both the anonymous author of the manuscript Libro merchatantesche, written in 1398, and Tomaso de Jacomo
Lione in his Libro da razoni of 1430 pose these problems before their treatment of equations and solve them by
13 In the article “Algebra as language: Wallis and Condillac on the nature of algebra”, Malet makes important reflections about the process of the
transformation of algebraic notation to a powerful formal language, stating that “Algebraic expressions show transparently all the links between
the different magnitudes relevant to the problem” [Malet, 2002–2003, 9].
14 See Fernandes [1555, fol. 44r–v]; Appendix B, Problem 1.d.
15 Fernandes uses the terms “oposiçam,” “oposiçã,” and “o posiçã” indistinctly when he refers to the rule of false position.
16
“A regra de duas falssas oposiçoes he hua das mais sustanciaes regras q nesta arte vos tenho mostrado por q per ela podereis alcaçar τ saber
rezoes τ pergutas muy sotys τ de grande sustacia as quaes p outra nenhua regra se pode fazer sena p esta” [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 59].
17 See Problem 43 in Fernandes [1555, fol. 78r].
18 In the middle of the argument there is a small mistake. Fernandes writes “100 things are equal to 50 and 20 things” instead of “100 are equal to
50 and 20 things,” but this has no implications because he continues the argument on the basis of the correct equation.
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e mercatanzie presents before his treatment of algebra proper two problems related to commerce which are very
similar to those in the Tratado. These he solves by the rules of algebra, which he names regolla della gibra mochabile,
by the same procedure and terms as Fernandes [see Gregori and Grugnetti, 1998, 79–81].
The second problem on abstract numbers discussed above is also contained in the Libro merchatantesche and in
the Libro da razoni, where it is solved by the same algebraic procedure as used by Fernandes.20 However, while in
the Tratado it appears before the algebraic chapter, in the other two texts it is found after the treatment of algebra.
4. The section on algebra in the Tratado
Bento Fernandes’s account of algebra runs from folio 83r to 94v in the Tratado da arte de arismetica. He first calls
attention to the difficulty of this matter and the importance he attaches to it (see Fig. 1), saying,
Here I will show you the rules of « zibra moquavel » (i.e., algebra), commonly called rules of « cousa » and « censo », and
of the « çe˜so » and « cubi » and root of the « cousa » and root of the number, and all kinds of rules and reasonings for those
who have fine talent and memory. [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 83r]21
And a little later:
Although the rules and questions are for people with good memory and knowledge and not for all people, I wanted to
write them here to make those ones profit who want to learn them. [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 83r]22
The discussion of algebra in Bento Fernandes’s treatise is divided into three parts: calculation with powers
(fol. 83r); general rules for solving equations (fol. 83r); and treatment of several particular types of equations
(fols. 83v–94v). In this last part, the author provides the method of solution and some applications for each type
of equation presented. However, some of the rules that Fernandes uses correctly in the solutions are not explicitly
given in the text. For example, he never states that “plus times minus makes minus” or that “minus times minus makes
plus,” or that “plus added to minus means to subtract and take the sign of the larger of the two,” rules that were
explained in detail by earlier authors such as Pacioli [see Pacioli, 1494, fols. 113r–114r].
In the following sections I will discuss in detail various aspects of Fernandes’s treatment of algebra and will
outline some of the most peculiar characteristics. In Section 5 these will allow us to compare the Tratado with the
earlier arithmetic manuscripts listed in the Introduction.
4.1. Working with roots and radicals
Bento Fernandes deals with roots and radicals before beginning the actual section on algebra.23 After describing
different types of roots and how to compute the square root in easy numerical cases, he presents various rules to
operate with radicals.
Fernandes considers six different types of roots: the square root (raiz quadra), the cubic root (raiz cubica), the root
of root (raiz de raiz), the root of promica root, the relata root (raiz relata), and the surd root (raiz sorda). Raiz sorda is
a root that cannot be found exactly, the terms quadra and cubica have the same meaning as nowadays, and the raiz de
raiz is the fourth root. Furthermore, a is the root of the promica root of n if a2 + √a = n, and a is the relata root of n
if a2 ×√a = n. To illustrate these last two definitions, our author provides the following examples: 9 is the root of the
19 See respectively Ms. Palermo 2 Qq E 13, fols. 14v, 15 (Libro merchatantesche) and Ms. Vat. Lat. 4825, fols. 50v, 51 (Libro da razoni).
20 Respectively Ms. Palermo 2 Qq E 13, fol. 47v (Libro merchatantesche) and Ms. Vat. Lat. 4825, fol. 84v (Libro da razoni).
21
“Aqui vos mostrarei regras da zibra moquavel a qual vulgarmente se chama regra da cousa e de çe˜so, de çe˜so e de cubi e raiz da cousa e
raiz de numero e de toda valia de regra e razão para quem tiver delicado engenho e memoria.” This idea is already expressed at the beginning
of the Tratado, when, on the title page, Fernandes states “And the rules of the thing, which are more substantial for people who are curious and
experienced in this art” (“E as regras da cousa que sam de mais sustancia pera pessoas curiosas τ experimentadas na arte”).
22
“Estas regras e pregu¯tas ainda que sã pera pessoas de grade memoria e saber e nam pera todos as quis aqui escrever para delas se aproveitarem
os que quiserem aprender.”
23 These concepts are developed in folios 80v to 82v of Fernandes [1555].
196 M. Céu Silva / Historia Mathematica 35 (2008) 190–219Fig. 1. The beginning of the algebra section (fol. 83r) in Bento Fernandes’s Tratado da arte de arismetica (1555). Published with permission of the
Public Library of Porto.
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the terms square root and cube root with the same meaning as Pacioli and other predecessors. However, the term relata
root is used with a different meaning by the two authors: while for Fernandes the relata root of 32 is 4, for Pacioli it
is 2. In addition, as we have mentioned above, Fernandes uses the term root of the promica root, while Pacioli simply
used promica root with the same meaning [Pacioli, 1494, fol. 115v]. This suggests that, as far as the definitions of
roots are concerned, Fernandes did not borrow from the Summa.
Next our author teaches how to obtain square roots and cubic roots when the radicand is a perfect square (respec-
tively, a perfect cube) and explains how to get approximate values of the root when it is not. In addition, he presents
rules on the addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of radicals that we can write, in modern symbolic
notation, as follows.
(1)
√
a + √b =
√
(a + b) + √4ab (5) √a × √a = a
(2)
√
a − √b =
√
(a + b) − √4ab (6)
√
a√
b
=
√
a
b
(3)
√
a × √b = √a × b (7) a√
b
=
√
a2√
b
=
√
a2
b
(4)
√
a × b = √a ×
√
b2 =
√
a × b2 (8)
√
a
b
=
√
a√
b2
=
√
a
b2
All these rules are worked out in numerical examples, usually with numbers that allow easy verification of the results.
In this part of the Tratado, the calculations deal only with quadratic radicals, but afterwards, in the treatment of
equations, we also find cubic radicals and radicals of radicals. Our author uses no abbreviation or symbol with the
meaning of radical, although this was common practice among abacists, even in previous centuries.
Let us now compare Bento Fernandes’s treatment of roots with that in the Libro merchatantesche and in the Libro
da razoni introduced in Section 1. These two works likewise discuss radicals, but while in the Tratado this appears
before the section on equations, in the other two works it comes afterwards. In addition, in these two texts, the rules for
radicals follow a different order from that of the Tratado: while in the Tratado the rules for addition and subtraction
precede those for multiplication and division, in the two manuscript texts this is the other way around. Interestingly,
the three texts consider the same types of radicals and give the same definitions, with only a small difference in
the definition of raiz relata. Fernandes defines the relata root in the same way as Tomaso, but differently from the
anonymous author of the Libro merchatantesche.24 The rules for calculating with radicals and the examples presented
to illustrate them are the same in all three sources, with only a single difference in one of the two examples given
for subtraction. The authors of both the Libro merchatantesche and the Libro da razoni applied this rule to calculate√
9 − √4, while Fernandes used the example √100 − √25.25
4.2. Calculation with powers
As has been mentioned above, the first rules introduced in the algebraic section of Tratado da arte de arismetica
concern the calculation with powers, crucially necessary to study equations. Bento Fernandes advises the reader to
memorise these rules and lists them in a table that he calls tavoada (see Table 1).
In modern symbolic notation these rules can be written as follows: x × x = x2 [censo], x2 × x2 = x4 [censo de
censo], x × x2 = x3 [cubo], x3 × x3 = x6 [cubo de cubo], x × x3 = x4 [censo de censo], and x2 × x3 = x5 [censo de
cubo]. Fernandes presents them without any previous reference to the meaning of the elements involved, using terms
that are similar to the Italian ones. Thus he uses “cousa,” that is, thing, and “çeço” for the unknown and the square
of the unknown, respectively. The cube of the unknown is called “cubo” (the plural being “cuby” or “cubi”), and the
following powers are the square of square [“censo de censo”], the square of cube [“censo de cubo”], and the cube
24 See respectively Ms. Palermo 2 Qq E 13, fol. 46 (Libro merchatantesche) and Ms. Vat. Lat. 4825, fols. 82r–v (Libro da razoni).
25 See Ms. Palermo 2 Qq E 13, fol. 92 (Libro merchatantesche) and Ms. Vat. Lat. 4825, fol. 83 (Libro da razoni).
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Rules to multiply powers of the unknown
You must know that multiplying one thing by one thing makes a square.
And multiplying one square by one square makes a square of a square.
And one thing times [via] one square makes a cube.
And one cube times [via] one cube makes a cube of cube.
And one thing times [via] one cube makes a square of square.
And one square times [via] one cube makes a square of cube.
Fernandes [1555, fol. 83r].
of cube [“cubo de cubo”], which is the highest power mentioned. As was quite common in other abacus treatises,
Fernandes does not give a geometrical interpretation for the construction of the powers of the unknown.26
4.3. General rules for solving equations
Immediately after presenting his tavoada without any further explanation, Bento Fernandes introduces a collection
of unusual rules for the solution of some of the standard types of equations [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 83r]. I present
them in Table 2 according to the order in which they appear in the treatise, together with an interpretation in modern
symbolic notation.27
Table 2
Rules for the solution of some of the standard types of equations
1. And you must note that dividing a number by a thing produces a number ax = b ⇒ x = ba
2. And dividing a number by a square produces a root ax2 = b ⇒ x =
√
b
a
3. And dividing a thing by a square produces a number ax2 = bx ⇒ x = ba
4. And dividing a number by a cube produces a cubic root ax3 = b ⇒ x = 3
√
b
a
5. And dividing a thing by a cube produces a root ax3 = bx ⇒ x =
√
b
a
6. And dividing a square by a cube produces a number ax3 = bx2 ⇒ x = ba
7. And dividing a number by a square of square produces a root of root ax4 = b ⇒ x = 4
√
b
a
8. And dividing a thing by a square of square produces a cubic root ax4 = bx ⇒ x = 3
√
b
a
9. And dividing a square by a square of square produces a root ax4 = bx2 ⇒ x =
√
b
a
10. And dividing a cube by a square of square produces a number ax4 = bx3 ⇒ x = ba
11. And dividing a number by a cube of cube produces a cubic root of cubic root ax6 = b ⇒ x = 6
√
b
a
12. And dividing a thing by a cube [of cube]a produces a root of cubic root ax6 = bx ⇒ x = 5
√
b
a
13. And dividing a square by a cube of cube produces a root of root ax6 = bx2 ⇒ x = 4
√
b
a
14. And dividing a cube by a cube of cube produces a cubic root ax6 = bx3 ⇒ x = 3
√
b
a
15. And dividing a square of square by a cube of cube produces a root ax6 = bx4 ⇒ x =
√
b
a
a The author only writes “cubo” but taking into account the other rules we should read “cubo de cubo”
[Fernandes, 1555, fol. 83r].
26 In this respect Dardi of Pisa, who will be introduced in Section 4.4, was an exception, although not the only one. In his Aliabraa Argibra, he
emphasized the geometric meaning of cosa, censo, cubo, and censo di censo [Franci and Toti Rigatelli, 1985, 36].
27 To give the reader an impression of the formulation of these rules, I here present the Portuguese for a representative selection of them.
Rule no. 1: E aveis de notar que partindo numero per cousa vem numero;
No. 2: E partindo numero per censo vem raiz;
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description given farther along the way, in the treatment of equations. There we find, for example: “When the squares
are equal to the number we must divide the number by the square and take the root of the result, and this is the value of
the thing” [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 83v].28 By this statement Fernandes means that if, for an equation such as ax2 = b,
we divide both members by a and then take the square root, we obtain the solution x =
√
b
a
. An application given later
on by Fernandes confirms this interpretation, but some doubts subsist. For example, we cannot be completely certain
of the meaning of the rule “And dividing a number by a cube of cube produces a cubic root of cubic root” (no. 11),
since an application of this rule is never given. Although some of the rules in Table 2 are later studied in detail, our
author never anticipates this fact.
4.4. Particular treatment of types of equations
Bento Fernandes presents 28 types of equations without numbering them. The fourth type is the same as the first
one, but no justification is given for this repetition. As the rule proposed in both cases is the same, I do not include the
fourth type in Table 3, in which I number, in the first column, the 27 different types from 1 to 27. For each of these
types, our author gives the rule of resolution and one example, except for types 1 and 4, for which two examples are
included.29 I here present the types of equations studied in the Tratado (column 2 in Table 3) and the corresponding
rules of resolution in modern symbolic notation (column 3). Note that some of the rules are not correct (indicated by
the letter “w” for “wrong”), and others are true only in particular cases (indicated by the letter “p” for “particular”).
Of the 29 examples for the 27 types of equations, 21 deal with pure numbers, seven concern business problems, and
one is very different from all the others since it is concerned with the area of a triangular shield (see Section 5.3). The
theoretical problems require the determination of one, two, or three numbers under certain conditions. The solutions
presented by Fernandes use algebraic calculations, but in some cases evidence is left of an earlier use of the rule of
false position, probably with the intention of simplifying the calculations—for example, chosing 2x or 3x, and not x,
for the value of the unknowns. All known authors of abacus treatises, including Jacopo, Gerardi, and Dardi, do the
same [Franci, 2002, 89, footnotes 14 and 15].
Below I present some comments on the rules given by Fernandes, grouping them according to certain particular fea-
tures. I have selected the most important examples to give an overview of the choices Fernandes makes in illustrating
the rules. The full text of all examples (original Portuguese with English translations) is included in Appendix B.
4.4.1. Ordinary equations of the first and second degrees
These are the first six cases studied by Bento Fernandes. All of them, except the first, concern nonnormalized
equations, i.e., with the coefficient of the term with the highest power unequal to one. All the rules for solving these
equations are correct, although only one root is given for bx = ax2 + c. As an example, Fernandes states the rule for
this sixth case as follows:
When the cousas are equal to the censo and the number, you must divide (the cousas and the number) by the censo,
and then halve the cousa and multiply (the half) by itself. From what it makes (i.e., the result) you must take away (i.e.,
subtract) the number. The root of what remains plus half of the cousa will be the cousa. [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 86r]30
No. 3: E partindo cousa per censo vem numero;
No. 5: E partindo cousa per cubo vem raiz;
No. 8: E partindo cousa per censo de censo vem raiz cubica;
No. 13: E partindo censo per cubo de cubo vem raiz de raiz [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 83r].
Cf. the introductory notes of Appendix B on the adaptations made to the original text.
28
“Quando os censos sam iguais ao numero avemos de partir ho numero per o censo τ ho que vem he raiz, τ tanto val a cousa.”
29 The second example for type 1 is given when Fernandes repeats this type. For the two examples for type 4, ax2 + bx = c, see Appendix B,
Problems 4.a and 4.b.
30
“Quãdo as cousas sam iguais ao censo τ numero aveys de partir per o censo τ depois mear a cousa τ ho meyo multipricalo per si mesmo τ o
que fizer aveis de tirar ho numero τ a raiz do que ficar τ mais ho meyo da cousa tanto valera a cousa.”
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Types of equations studied in the Tratado and the corresponding rules of reso-
lution in modern symbolic notation
1. ax = b x = ba
2. ax2 = b x =
√
b
a
3. ax2 = bx x = ba
4. ax2 + bx = c x =
√
( b2a )
2 + ca − b2a
5. ax2 = bx + c x =
√
( b2a )
2 + ca + b2a
6. bx = ax2 + c x =
√
( b2a )
2 − ca + b2a
7. ax3 = c x = 3
√
c
a
8. ax3 = √c x =
√
3
√
c
a2
9. ax3 = bx x =
√
b
a
10. ax3 = bx2 x = ba
11. ax3 = bx2 + cx x =
√
( b2a )
2 + ca + b2a
12. ax3 = bx + c x =
√
( b2a )
2 + ca + b2a (w)
13. ax3 = bx2 + c x =
√
( b2a )
2 + ca + b2a (w)
14. ax3 = bx2 + cx + d x =
√
( b2a )
2 + c+da + b2a (w)
15. bx2 + ax3 = cx x =
√
( b2a )
2 + ca − b2a
16. ax3 + cx = bx2 x =
√
( b2a )
2 − ca + b2a
17. ax4 = d x =
√√
d
a
18. ax4 = cx x = 3
√
c
a
19. ax4 = cx2 x =
√
c
a
20. ax4 = cx3 x = ca
21. cx2 = ax4 + e x =
√
c
2a −
√
( c2a )
2 − ea
22. ax2 = √c x =
√√
c
a2
23. ax2 = c + √c x =
√
c
a +
√√
c
a2
(w)
24. cx + bx2 + ax3 = d x = 3
√
( ca )
3
( ba )
3 + da −
c
a
b
a
(p)
25. dx + cx2 + bx3 + ax4 = e x =
√√√√√( da
b
a
)2 + ea −
√
d
a
b
a
(p)
26. cx2 + bx3 + ax4 = √e x =
√( c
a
b
a
)2 +√ e
a2
−
c
a
b
a
(p)
27.
√
cx2 + dx + ax4 =
√
e + bx3 x =
√
d
2a
b
a
+
( b
a
4
)2 + ba4 −
√
d
2a
b
a
(w)
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Fernandes gives correct rules for all equations of this type (nos. 7–10 in Table 3). I just want to note that in order
to solve the equation ax3 = √c (case 8) he writes “the root of the cubic root” instead of “the cubic root of the root,”
using the rule 3
√√
k =
√
3√
k, which was not included among the previously given rules for radicals (cf. Section 4.1).
The problem given by our author to illustrate this case is
Find me such three numbers that are in proportion and amount, the first to the second as 2 is to 3, and the second to the
third as 3 is to 4, and when the first number is multiplied against the second and that which it makes by the third number,
it makes the root of 12. [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 87r; Appendix B, Problem 8]
To solve this problem, Fernandes begins by taking the first number equal to 2 cousas, the second to 3 cousas,
and the fourth to 4 cousas (symbolically, 2x, 3x, 4x). The equation corresponding to the problem, 24x3 = √12, is
successively transformed into
x3 =
√
12
24
, x3 =
√
12
576
and x3 =
√
1
48
.
Therefore, x =
√
3
√
1
48 , and the numbers sought are respectively
√
3
√
1 13 ,
√
3
√
15 316 , and
√
3
√
85 13 . This solution is
correct.
4.4.3. Equations of the third degree with three and four terms
The rules presented to solve the equations of the third degree that can be reduced to the second degree (nos. 11, 15,
and 16 in Table 3) are correct. For the equations
ax3 = bx + c, ax3 = bx2 + c, and ax3 = bx2 + cx + d
(cases 12, 13, and 14), Fernandes gives incorrect rules obtained by extending the rules for quadratic equations: for
cases 12 and 13, he uses the rule for ax2 = bx + c, and for the complete equation (case 14) he adapts the same rule
in such a way that all quantities are involved. I will here show how he applies the erroneous rule to the problem
illustrating case 12:
Find me such two numbers that one is such part of the other as 2 is of 3, and when the first number is multiplied by itself
and then (again) by the (first) number, it makes as much as when the given numbers are added together and it is added
to 16. [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 88r; Appendix B, Problem 12]
That is, Fernandes wants to find two numbers in the ratio 2 : 3 such that the cube of the first equals the sum of the
two numbers plus 16. He begins by assigning the values 2 cousas and 3 cousas to the two numbers, and thus obtains
the equation
(2x)3 = 5x + 16.
After dividing by the coefficient of the highest term, he applies the given rule and obtains
x =
√
2
25
256
+ 5
16
;
in consequence, the desired numbers are
√
8
25
64
+ 5
8
and
√
18
225
256
+ 15
16
.
The result is wrong, but the author finishes with the words “as you can prove” without any further comment. Obviously,
he could not prove a wrong solution!
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incorrect, but it happens to give the right result when applied to the particular problem chosen by him. As can be
easily seen, the left-hand side of the equation can be completed to a cube
(
x + (
c
a
)
( b
a
)
)3
if b23a = ca , and then one obtains
x = 3
√
( c
a
)3
( b
a
)3
+ d
a
−
c
a
b
a
.
However, Fernandes gives this as a general rule without mentioning the constraints. The problem that illustrates this
case is as follows:
One merchant gave another 100 livras de grossos31 with the value of those of Anvers32 for 3 years, and in each year had
him make account of the profit and the capital; and at the end of those 3 years the profit and the own capital were 150
livras de grossos. I ask: which monthly rate did this merchant give a livra to the other, so that in 3 years with 100 livras
he made 50 livras? [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 92v; Appendix B, Problem 24]
Making the unknown x equal to the number of dinheiros that one livra earns in one month (one livra is equal
to 240 dinheiros [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 40], so that one livra earns 1240x livra per month, and 120x livra per year),
Fernandes successively calculates the profit for the first year as 100 × 120x livras; the investment plus profit after
one year as 100 + 5x; the profit for the second year as 120x(100 + 5x); the investment plus profit after two years as
100 + 5x + 120x(100 + 5x); the profit for the third year as 120x(100 + 10x + 14x2); and the investment plus profit at
the end of the third year as 100 + 15x + 34x2 + 180x3. Therefore, the equation corresponding to the problem is 100 +
15x+ 34x2 + 180x3 = 150. According to the given rule, he divides by 180 and obtains 1200x+60x2 +x3 = 4000, whose
solution is x = 3√12,000 − 20. It follows that for each livra the merchant makes a profit of 3√12,000 − 20 dinheiros
per month, which is the correct solution. After reaching this solution, Fernandes takes 22 + 1719 as an approximate
value for 3
√
12,000 and uses it to obtain, for the monthly profit, the approximate value of 2 1719 . Finally, he verifies that
the solution is correct.
4.4.4. Equations of the fourth degree
The first four cases of fourth degree equations studied by Bento Fernandes are binomial equations, the fifth can
be reduced to the quadratic type, and the last concerns a complete fourth-degree equation (cf. nos. 17–21 and 25 in
Table 3). Except for the last case, the rules proposed to solve these equations are correct, although Fernandes only
mentions the positive root. As in all other cases, he does not provide the conditions under which the equations are
solvable.
It is easy to see that, when b
a
= 4 ×
√
d
b
and c
a
= 6 × d
b
, the left-hand side of the complete equation dx + cx2 +
bx3 + ax4 = e can be written as
(
x +
√√√√ da
b
a
)4
,
31 This is an old unit of money.
32 Anvers is now Antwerp in Belgium.
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an example. Published with permission of the Public Library of Porto.
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x =
√√√√√
√√√√( da
b
a
)2
+ e
a
−
√√√√ da
b
a
.
Fernandes gives this solution, but he does not mention the constraints under which it is correct. To illustrate this case,
he gives an example (see Appendix B, Problem 25) analogous to the example for the complete third degree equation
(see above), but taking the investment made for four years. Assuming that x is the number of dinheiros that one livra
earns in one month, the equation that expresses the problem is 32,000x + 2400x2 + 80x3 + x4 = 96,000.
4.4.5. Special equations of the second degree
The equations represented by nos. 22 and 23 in Table 3 are of the type ax2 = √c and ax2 = c + √c (see Fig. 2).
Although these are second-degree equations, they do not immediately follow the “ordinary” second-degree equations.
This can perhaps be explained by the fact that, for Bento Fernandes, surds did not behave like numbers, with the
additional difficulty in the second case of dealing with numbers of the form c + √c.
Fernandes gives a correct rule for the first type; for the other, the rule is wrong, because he takes the “sum of
the roots” instead of the “root of the sum.” In the illustrating example for this latter case he arrives at the equation
12x2 = 10 + √10, from which he obtains the wrong solution
x =
√
5
6
+ 4
√
5
72
.
The subsequent correct computations of 3x and 4x on the basis of this value of x make use of a rule for radicals that
had not been given before, namely k 4√p = 4√k4p.
4.4.6. Two odd cases of fourth-degree equations
Cases 26 and 27 in Table 3 are, perhaps, the most interesting ones presented by Bento Fernandes. In the first of
these, he confusedly introduces the equation cx2 +bx3 +ax4 = √e. This is a fourth-degree equation, but surprisingly
the rule proposed works with the square root instead of with the fourth root. Moreover, the illustrating problem deals
with an equation of the type
√
cx2 + bx3 + ax4 = √e. Surprisingly, too, although the rule is incorrect, it yields the
right answer for the particular problem given. This is how Fernandes states the rule:
When the censo and the cuby and the censo de censo are equal to the root of the number, you must always divide (the four
terms of the equation) by the censo de censo, but (first) you reduce the root to a censo de censo; and after that you divide
the censo by the cubo and multiply it by itself; and the result [is] added to the root of the number and of what you see
equal. Then you take the root of the difference [recolhimento] minus the result of the division of the censo by the cubo,
and that will be the cousa. [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 93v]33
The illustrating example (Appendix B, Problem 26) is a commercial one similar to the problems given for complete
equations of the third and fourth degrees (cases 24 and 25). The procedure is also similar to that used in the previous
examples and leads to the equation 50 + 5x + 18x2 = 50 +
√
484. As we can see, this is a second-degree equation in
which the right-hand side is an integer number. Therefore, it would be natural, and even easier, to use the rule stated
for the quadratic equation (case 4), with which Fernandes was obviously very familiar. Instead of this, he works with
the equation
√
25x2 + 5
4
x3 + x
4
64
= √484,
33
“Quãdo ho censo τ o cubo τ ho censo de censo sam iguais a raiz de numero sempre aveis de partir pelo censo de censo; porem reduzireis a
raiz a hum censo de censo τ depois partiloeis pelo cubo ho censo τ multipricaloeis per si mesmo τ o que fizer junto cõ a raiz do numero τ do que
virdes igual. Porem fazey a raiz do recolhimento menos o que vem partido ho censo pelo cubo, τ tanto valera a cousa.”
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√
1600x2 + 80x3 + x4 =
√
30,976
and then applying the proposed rule. He thus obtains x =
√
400 + √30,976 − 20. Afterwards, he takes √30,976 =
176, which yields the solution as x = 24. Therefore we may ask, having the possibility of working with a straightfor-
ward second-degree equation such as 50 + 5x + 18x2 = 74, why did our author prefer a more complicated procedure?
We can argue that perhaps he, or the author from whom he copied, believed that it was possible to “create” a rule for
a new type of equation based on the rule for the quadratic equation (cf. footnote 35).
The last case studied in the Tratado (no. 27 in Table 3) relates to the complete fourth-degree equation dx + cx2 +
ax4 = e + bx3, but Fernandes interprets it as an equation √cx2 + dx + ax4 = √e + bx3. He writes,
When the root of the censo and the thing and the censo of censo is equal to the root of the number and the cubo, you must
always divide the cubo by 4, but only when you have roots equal to root. And you must divide the cousa by 2, and divide
the result by what, in the beginning, was the cubo, and keep the result in your memory. After that, you multiply the result
(of the division) of the cubo by 4 (by itself) and add to it the result of the division of the cousa by 2 and by the initial
value of the cubo. The root of the result plus the result of the division of the cubo by 4 minus the root of the result of the
division of the thing by 2 and then by what was in the beginning the cubo, will be the cousa. [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 94]34
If one tries to understand this procedure, one concludes that Fernandes’s rule is equivalent to the formula
x =
√√√√ d2a
b
a
+
( b
a
4
)2
+
b
a
4
−
√√√√ d2a
b
a
.
This is obviously wrong, because it does not depend on e.
The illustrating problem for case 27 is the following:
Make for me two parts of 10 such that multiplying the greater by the lesser, and then dividing this product by the difference
of the two parts makes the root of 18. [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 94r; Appendix B, Problem 27]
Using modern notation, and taking the parts as x (the greater) and 10 − x (the lesser), Fernandes sets up the correct
equation x(10−x)
(10−x)−x =
√
18, which he transforms into
√
18(10−2x) = 10x −x2. After some manipulations, he obtains
√
1800 − 720x + 72x2 =
√
100x2 − 20x3 + x4,
which is also correct. Squaring both sides of this equation, he arrives at 28x2 + 720x + x4 = √20x3, which is wrong
because he has left out the number 1800 and writes
√
20x3 instead of 20x3. But when he solves this equation by the
given incorrect rule, he again uses 20x3 and obtains x = √43+5−√18, which is the correct value for the greater part.
We note here two curious facts: first, this solution is the same as Fernandes would have obtained by applying his wrong
rule to the correct equation 28x2 +720x +x4 = 20x3 +1800, since the rule does not depend on the independent term.
Second, the obtained value of x is a solution of the second-degree equation
√
18(10 − 2x) = 10x − x2, considered by
Fernandes earlier on in the resolution. These facts might give us some clues concerning Fernandes’s use of incorrect
rules. Did he know that he was using incorrect rules? Did he invent them himself, or did he copy them from another
work?
34
“Quãdo a raiz do censo τ da cousa τ de censo de censo sam iguais a raiz de numero τ de cubo aveis sempre de partir o cubo per 4, porem
que sejã raizes igu[o]ais a raiz. E aveis de partir a cousa per 2, τ aquilo que vem partilo pelo que foy a principio o cubo, τ o que vier teloeis na
memoria; τ depois mutipricareis aquilo que vem do cubo per 4 τ põdeo sobre aquilo que vem da cousa partida per 2, τ depois daquilo que faz a
principio o cubo τ a raiz daquilo que faz; τ a aquilo que vem do cubo partido per 4 menos a raiz daquilo que vem partida a cousa per 2 τ depois
em aquilo que era em principio o cubo, tanto valera a cousa.”
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not verify all the conditions of the problem, which he often did in other similar instances. If this is so, one may ask
why did he include this rule in his work, and we may wonder if he just wanted to impress his readers and enhance
his treatise.35 On the other hand, it can be noted that the approximate rational values given by Fernandes for the
solutions—6 35 and 4
1
4 for
√
43 and
√
18, respectively—are different from those one would expect on the basis of
the method for calculating square roots employed elsewhere in the Tratado. In fact, before the section on equations
(fol. 83v), our author explains through two particular examples how to find an approximate value of √a. The examples
are a = 12 and a = 20, respectively, and the procedure can be described as follows: Let N < √a < N +1. Fernandes’s
first approximation is, in both cases, N . Then he takes
N1 = N + (N + 1)
2 − a
2(N + 1)
for the case a = 12 and
N1 = N + a − N
2
2N
for the case a = 20,N1 being an approximate value by excess. The next approximate value, N2, is calculated by the
formula
N2 = N1 − N
2
1 − a
2N1
,
and so on. Applying these rules, Fernandes obtains the following approximations: for
√
12:
3; 3 + 4
2 − 12
2 × 4 = 3
1
2
; 31
2
− 1
28
= 313
28
; 313
28
− 1
5432
= 3 70,588
152,096
,
and for
√
20:
4; 4 + 20 − 4
2
2 × 4 = 4
1
2
; 41
2
− 1
36
= 417
36
; 4 3473
11,592
.
Accordingly, one might expect that he used 6 37 , or also 6
7
12 , as an approximate value for
√
43 instead of the 6 35 given
by him in the problem for case 27. This also suggests that Fernandes did not invent the rule, but borrowed it from
another text. In the next section I will try to shed some more light on this subject by comparing the treatment of
equations in the Tratado with some earlier sources.
5. The algebraic sources of the Tratado da arte de arismetica: Looking for analogies and differences
Bento Fernandes does not explicitly mention any other author or text, and this makes it difficult to determine his
sources. In this section I will investigate possible algebraic sources for the Tratado according to the following strategy:
in view of Almeida’s arguments (see the Introduction) I will start by comparing the algebraic contents of the Tratado
with that of the Summa of Pacioli. Being faced with some significant differences between the two texts and the total
absence of notation in Fernandes’s book, I will then look for clues in manuscript texts antedating the Summa. On the
35 When writing about the transmission of nonvalid rules for nonreducible cubics by the abbaco masters, Høyrup [2002, 9] states: “Pure-number
problems were created as illustrations of the higher-degree rules, and examples and non-valid rules for non-reducible cubics and quartics were
produced and transmitted; they proliferated and remained alive throughout the fifteenth century. The reason is double: the abbaco masters used
them to impress their public and the municipal authorities that might employ them; and solutions contained intricate expressions involving roots,
whence fallacies were difficult to expose.”
M. Céu Silva / Historia Mathematica 35 (2008) 190–219 207suggestion of Jens Høyrup, Raffaella Franci, and Warren Van Egmond, I will in particular compare the Tratado with
the five abacus manuscripts listed in the Introduction. The most important criterion for selecting these five sources
is related to the examples illustrating the rules. In selecting them, important information was provided by two recent
publications on early algebra treatises by Franci [2002] and Høyrup [2006] and by the article of Van Egmond [1978].
Let us start by comparing Bento Fernandes’s algebra with the major printed algebra book at the time he was
working on his treatise, the Summa de arithmetica, geometria, proportioni et proportionalità of Luca Pacioli. The
way Fernandes introduces algebra in his Tratado da arte de arismetica is very different from that of Pacioli in his
Summa, both as far as the organization and the contents are concerned. Moreover, by observing the setting up and the
solution of equations, further important differences between these works are revealed.
Both Fernandes and Pacioli present the usual six basic equations and the rules to solve them, but they treat them in
a different order. Moreover, they provide different examples for all types of equations. In the Tratado, some examples
for the six basic cases of second-degree equations concern commercial problems while those in the Summa all deal
with abstracts numbers. Fernandes does not include geometrical constructions for the three complete equations, while
Pacioli does. Fernandes does not present both positive solutions of the equation bx = ax2 + c, but Pacioli does.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Bento Fernandes gives incorrect rules for nonreducible cubics and quartics,
while Pacioli [1494, fol. 150] states that it is not possible to give general rules for these cases. These important
differences between the algebraic contents of the two texts suggest that the Summa of Luca Pacioli was not a direct
source of Bento Fernandes’s algebra, contrary to what is maintained by Almeida.
I have therefore checked various abacus treatises of the 14th and 15th centuries for similarities and differences with
Fernandes’s Tratado.36 In each case, I have focused on the different cases of equations presented, the formulation
of these equations, the rules for solving them, and the examples that illustrate them. Among all texts studied, the
following treatises turned out to be most relevant for my purposes: Jacopo of Florence’s Tractatus algorismi, Paolo
Gerardi’s Libro di ragioni, the anonymous manuscript Libro merchatantesche, Tomaso de Jacomo Lione’s Libro da
razoni, and the anonymous Parma manuscript of the Líbro dí contí e mercatanzíe.
In order to facilitate the comparison between the cases of equations studied in Fernandes’s Tratado and in the
above-mentioned works, I have summarized the relevant information in Table 4. The first column shows the types
of equation with the same numbering as used in Table 3, i.e., that in which they occur in the Tratado. The second
to sixth columns indicate which types of equations appear in Fernandes’s Tratado, in Jacopo’s Tractatus algorismi,
in Gerardi’s Libro di ragioni, in the anonymous Libro merchatantesche, in Tomaso’s Libro da razoni, and in the
anonymous Libro dí contí e mercatanzíe, respectively. The numbers of the equations in these sources are preceded
by a # sign.37 In the second column “ex. n” indicates that Fernandes includes n examples for the type of equation
concerned. In the remaining five columns, the “n” of the pair “ex. n–m” indicates the number of examples given by
the author, and the “m” the number of these that are the same as given by Fernandes, an asterisk (*) indicating that
only the numerical values do not correspond to those of Fernandes. To simplify the analysis of the data in Table 4,
I discuss the differences between the sources for four groups of equations.
5.1. Cases 1 to 6
For these six cases there are various differences between Bento Fernandes and the five manuscripts, both in the
order of the rules and in the examples presented. Fernandes studies the case ax2 = bx + c (no. 5) before the case
bx = ax2 + c (no. 6), contrary to all five manuscripts. Some of his examples for these six cases are basically the
same as those in the manuscripts, sometimes differing only in the numbers to which they are applied. The problem
belonging to the second occurrence of the type ax = b (no. 1; see Appendix B, Problem 1.b) does not appear in the
other texts, but on the basis of the present material it cannot be decided if this is an original contribution by Fernandes
36 Besides the manuscripts listed in Section 1, I have also consulted other manuscript texts such as Siena, Municipal Library, Cod. L. IX.
28 [M◦Gilio, 1384]; Firenze, National Library, Ms. Fond. Prin. II.V.152 [Anon., c. 1390]; Florence, Riccardiana Library, Cod. Ricc. 2263
[Anon., c. 1365]; and Parma, Palatina Library, Ms. Pal. 78. I have not included here the results of the comparisons with these manuscripts, be-
cause they do not include most of the cases of equations presented in the Tratado.
37 The information included in the column for Jacopo is taken from Høyrup [2006, 20]. That for Gerardi can be found, for instance, in Høyrup
[2006, 20] and Gregori and Grugnetti [1998, 1]. The data for the Libro merchacantesche and for Tomaso are based on an inspection of the respective
manuscripts. For the Libro di conti e mercatanzie I took the original numbering of the problems from Gregori and Grugnetti [1998, 98–117].
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Description and comparison of the cases of equations included in Fernandes’s Tratado and five manuscript texts
Type of equation Fernandes
[1555],
Tratado da arte
de arismetica
Jacopo [1307],
Tractatus
algorismi
Gerardi [1328],
Libro di
ragioni
Anon. [1398],
Libro mercha-
tantesche
Tomaso
[1430], Libro
da razoni
Anon.
[15th century],
Libro dí contí
e mercatanzíe
1. ax = b #1 #1 #1 #1 #1 #1
ex. 2 ex. 2–1* ex. 1–1* ex. 1–1* ex. 1–1* ex. 1–1*
2. ax2 = b #2 #2 #2 #2 #2 #2
ex. 1 ex. 1 ex. 1–1* ex. 1–1* ex. 1–1* ex. 1–1*
3. ax2 = bx #3 #3 #3 #3 (#3) #3
ex. 1 ex. 1–1* ex. 1–1* ex. 1–1* ex. 1–1* ex. 1–1*
4. ax2 + bx = c #4 #4 #4 #4 #4 #4
ex. 2 ex. 2 ex. 1–1 ex. 2–2 ex. 2–2 ex. 2–2
5. ax2 = bx + c #5 #6 #6 #6 #6 #6
ex. 1 ex. 1 ex. 1–1 ex. 2–1 ex. 2–1 ex. 2–1
6. bx = ax2 + c #6 #5 #5 #5 #5 #5
ex. 1 ex. 3 ex. 1–1 ex. 2–1 ex. 2–1 ex. 2–1
7. ax3 = c #7 #7 #7 #7 #7 #7
ex. 1 – ex. 1–1 ex. 2–1 ex. 2–1 ex. 1
8. ax3 = √c #8 – #8 #8 #8 #8
ex. 1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
9. ax3 = bx #9 #8 #9 #9 #9 #9
ex. 1 – ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
10. ax3 = bx2 #10 #9 #10 #10 #10 #10
ex. 1 – ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
11. ax3 = bx2 + cx #11 #12 #11 #11 #11 #11
ex. 1 – ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
12. ax3 = bx + c #12 – #12 #12 #12 #12
ex. 1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
13. ax3 = bx2 + c #13 – #13 #13 #13 #13
ex. 1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
14. ax3 = bx2 + cx + d #14 – # 14 #14 #14 #14
ex. 1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
15. bx2 + ax3 = cx #15 #10 #15 #15 #15 #15
ex. 1 – ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
16. ax3 + cx = bx2 #16 – – #16 #16 #16
ex. 1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
17. ax4 = d #17 #13 – #17 #17 #17
ex. 1 – ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
18. ax4 = cx #18 #14 – #18 #18 #18
ex. 1 – ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
19. ax4 = cx2 #19 #15 – #19 #19 #19
ex. 1 – ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
20. ax4 = cx3 #20 #16 – #20 #20 #22
ex. 1 – ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
21. cx2 = ax4 + e #21 – – #21 #21 #20
ex. 1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
22. ax2 = √c #22 – – #22 #22 #21
ex. 1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
23. ax2 = c + √c #23 – – #23 #23 #23
ex. 1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
24. cx + bx2 + ax3 = d #24 – – #24 #24 #24
ex. 1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
25. dx + cx2 + bx3 + ax4 = e #25 – – #25 #25 #25
ex. 1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
26. cx2 + bx3 + ax4 = √e #26 – – #26 #26 –
ex. 1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
27.
√
cx2 + dx + ax4 =
√
e + bx3 #27 – – #27 #27 –
ex. 1 ex. 1–1 ex. 1–1
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that produces only one solution, while the rule given in all five manuscripts produces two solutions.
5.2. Cases 7 to 15
Cases 7 to 15 concern third-degree equations. As has been discussed in Section 4.4, Fernandes presents correct
procedures to solve these if they are binomial or can be reduced to a second-degree equation, and incorrect rules in
the other cases (nos. 12–14).
The authors of the five manuscripts used for the comparison, excluding Jacopo, study the same cases in the same
order as Fernandes, giving exactly the same rules to solve them, including the incorrect ones. The rhetorical language
used by Fernandes and the other authors is very similar, and the illustrating problems are identical except in case 7.
Here Fernandes and Gerardi take up a problem on abstract numbers, while the Parma treatise uses a business problem
on the exchange of money [Gregori and Grugnetti, 1998, 104–105]. Both Tomaso and the Palermo manuscript present
two examples for this case, one about the exchange of money and the other the same problem about abstract numbers
as given by Fernandes.
The presence of the same incorrect rules in Fernandes’s Tratado da arte de arismetica, Paolo Gerardi’s Libro di
ragioni, the Libro merchatantesche, Tomaso de Jacomo Lione’s Libro da razoni, and the Líbro dí contí e mercatanzíe
points to a common origin for all these works. In addition, the use of identical examples for all cases from 7 to 15
reinforces this thesis. However, this does not mean that Fernandes must have known these works. Franci and Rigatelli
[1985, 31, 72 (Note 38)] observe that the incorrect rules used by Paolo Gerardi to solve these equations were very
common and are included in several manuscript texts from the 14th and the 15th centuries. Thus we can only say that
Fernandes and the mentioned authors almost surely had a common source.
5.3. Cases 16 to 23, and the two particular cases 24 and 25
Gerardi does not include these types of equations at all. Jacopo discusses only the binomial equations of the fourth
degree, but in a different order from Bento Fernandes.
The third- and fourth-degree equations treated by Fernandes appear in the Libro merchatantesche, in Tomaso de
Jacomo Lione’s Libro da razoni, and in the Líbro dí contí e mercatanzíe, but in the latter in a slightly different order
(see Table 4). The illustrating problems are the same in the four treatises, and so are the procedures to solve them.
Like Fernandes, Tomaso and the two anonymous authors only deal with the two particular equations ax2 = √c and
ax2 = c + √c (cases 22 and 23) after having presented the rules to solve the more standard third- and fourth-degree
equations. In addition, they all make the same error as Fernandes in solving the equation ax2 = c + √c by taking the
sum of the square roots instead of the square root of the sum. It is very probable that this mistake was borrowed from
a shared source.
Perhaps even more relevant is that the four authors present the same example for case 17 (see Appendix B, Prob-
lem 17), whose subject is absolutely out of line with all other examples. This problem, dealing with a triangular shield
with three equal sides of unknown measure, asks the reader to find how many “braças” each side has when “its area
is 100 [squared] braças.”38 The four authors use the so-called theorem of Heron applied to the particular case of an
equilateral triangle.39 In modern notation, and supposing that the side of the shield is x, they obtain the equation
√
3
16
x4 = 100,
from which they find
√
3
16
x4 =
√
1002,
38 A braça is an old unit of measure.
39 This theorem gives the area A of a triangle as a function of the half-perimeter s and the three sides a, b, and c: A = √s(s − a)(s − b)(s − c).
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x = 4
√
53,333 + 1
3
.
Two differences are noticeable here between the Tratado da arte de arismetica and the other three texts. First, only
Fernandes gives an approximate rational value for the solution, namely
x = 4
√
53,333 + 1
3
≈ 15 + 1
3
,
while the other authors do not. Second, the other three authors refer to the possibility of generalization of the proposed
algebraic rule to all problems dealing with measures, while Fernandes is silent in this respect.40 Concerning this
subject, the words of the anonymous author of the Líbro dí contí e mercatanzíe are particularly remarkable, because
they draw the attention to a “new” field of application of algebra, namely the measurement of land.41
The rules for cases 24 and 25 are special, because they apply to complete equations of the third and fourth degree
and work correctly for the given problems, although they are not generally correct. These rules are presented in the
same order in the Tratado da arte de arismetica, in the Libro merchatantesche, in the Libro da razoni, and in the
Líbro dí contí e mercatanzíe, and are illustrated with the same examples in each case. These two cases of equations
were already studied by Dardi in his Aliabraa argibra (written in 1341, see Dardi, c. 1395), with the same rules of
resolution and the same examples [see Van Egmond, 1983, 416]. According to Franci [1985, 38; 2002, 95], the two
rules were spread widely at that time, often followed by the same problems. It is therefore only natural that they were
included in many manuscript texts, and also in those mentioned above. However, concerning these problems there
are two significant differences between Fernandes and the other three texts. Fernandes gives approximate values for
the solutions—for example, he takes 22 + 1719 as an approximate value for 3
√
12,000—whereas the other authors do
not. This is intriguing because Fernandes never describes in his work how to calculate approximate values of cubic
roots. Moreover, the value presented does not correspond to the one obtained by the standard method in use at the
time [Sesiano, 1988, 51]. It is possible that Fernandes discovered this rational value for 3√12,000 by trial and error,
but I do not exclude the possibility that he copied it from another work. The second significant difference concerns
Fernandes’s verification of the solution, which is not given by the other three authors.
5.4. Cases 26 and 27
These two cases as presented by Fernandes are quoted in the Libro merchatantesche and the Libro da razoni, but
not in any of the other manuscripts (cf. Table 4). Fernandes describes the same procedure and presents the same
examples as the above two texts. However, minor mistakes in the calculation for Problem 26 made by the authors
of the two manuscripts make clear that Fernandes was not literally copying from them. Fernandes’s correct com-
putation allows him to do an important simplification along the way and to arrive at the solution x = 4, instead of
x =
√
400 + √30,996 − 20, as given in the two manuscripts. I have checked Dardi’s Aliabraa argibra for these two
cases, but found that he only included case 27. He presented the same rule and applied it to the same illustrating
problem as Fernandes, but, contrary to our author, solved it correctly [Franci, 2001, 272; 2002, 95; Van Egmond,
1983].
From the foregoing observations, we may conclude that the part relating to equations in the algebraic section of
Fernandes’s Tratado da arte de arismetica is closer to the Libro merchatantesche, the Libro da razoni, and the Líbro
dí contí e mercatanzíe than to Jacopo’s Tractatus algorismi.
40 See Ms. Palermo 2 Qq E 13, fol. 44v (Libro merchatantesche); Ms. Vat. Lat. 4825, fol. 78v (Libro da razoni); and Gregori and Grugnetti [1998,
112].
41 Hora to voglio dare a intendere che in queste ragioni di che material, cioè [misura] di terra o d’altro misuramento, che per queste regole della
gibra mocabile che quando ti venisse un numero eguale a cienso di cienso, come ài veduto per questa ragioni ch’io t’ò mostrata e peraltra ch’io
ten e mostrerò, che quello cotale numero si vuole prima recare a radice, prima che tu lo pati in niuno raguaglamento sicome vedesti fare di sopra
ma gl’altri numeri o ragioni non si vuole a recare il numero a radice se non chome parlano le regole di quelle [Gregori and Grugnetti, 1998, 112].
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The Tratado da arte de arismetica by Bento Fernandes [1555] is the earliest printed Portuguese treatise containing
arithmetical and algebraic matters. It was written in a rhetorical style, most of the contents being written out in words
without the use of any abbreviations. This applies in particular to the algebraic contents, including equations, rules for
solutions, and procedures. The only symbols used are those for natural numbers and fractions.
A detailed analysis of the algebraic prerequisites to Fernandes’s treatment of equations shows a not very well-
structured work. In particular, Fernandes never mentions the rules he uses to work with “polynomials,” and yet he
applies them correctly. The level and contents of the problems presented are very similar to those of the Italian
abacus’s tradition, the concepts usually being introduced only in the resolution of the presented problems. After a rule
for a particular type of equation is set forth, it is applied to one or more illustrating problems, following the standard
pattern.
Several features of the Tratado, and in particular the presence of some incorrect rules to solve equations, suggest
that the algebra contained in Bento Fernandes’s treatise does not have its origins in Luca Pacioli’ Summa. Rather, they
place the sources of the Portuguese author in earlier algebraic works.
There are reasons to believe that Fernandes did not know Dardi’s Aliabraa argibra (1341), because he does not
include the latter’s correct rule for solving the last type of equation (no. 27) and does not correctly apply it to the given
problem.
As we have seen, Fernandes includes all 15 types of equations studied by Paolo Gerardi in his Libro di Ragioni
(1328). He uses a very similar rhetorical language and, except for the first six cases, the same illustrating problems. He
even presents the same incorrect rules for the nonreducible cubic equations. This might suggest that Fernandes knew
the work of the Italian abbacist. However, our author includes in his text many more rules than Gerardi does, and he
does not use Gerardi’s notation for the root of a number. Therefore, we can only conclude that Bento Fernandes and
Paolo Gerardi had a common source, while it is not probable that Fernandes actually used the Libro di ragioni.
In addition, I think that Fernandes did not know the work of Jacopo of Florence, because he did not study in his
treatise some cases of equations included in the latter’s Tractatus algorismi (1307).
In the first 25 cases included in the Tratado da arte de arismetica, I have noted the presence of various common fea-
tures with the anonymous manuscript Libro de conti e mercatanzíe (15th century) and with the Libro merchatantesche
(1398) and the Libro da razoni (1430). In addition, cases 26 and 27, which are absent from the Parma manuscript [see
Gregori and Grugnetti, 1998, Introduzione], are studied in a very similar way in Fernandes’s Tratado, in the Libro
merchatantesche, and in the Libro da razoni. This convinces me that the four works belong to a common tradition and
that Fernandes ultimately drew on this Italian material from the early 15th century.
Nevertheless, there are also some striking differences between the Tratado and these three texts. These concern,
essentially, the way the algebraic material is organized, Fernandes’s systematic use of approximate rational values
not found in any other authors, and the order of the second-degree equations. I have noted that all abacus authors
who offered a systematic exposition of equations used the same order for the first six types, which differs from the
order presented by Fernandes (cf. Table 4). In addition, the words zibra moquavel (i.e., algebra) used at the beginning
of the algebraic section in the Portuguese work, most probably did not stem from the Italian words algebra/aliabra
and almuchabila, but must rather have been derived from the Iberian pronunciation of the Arabic jabr [wa-]muqa¯bala.
These facts raise another question that needs to be clarified by future research: the possibility of a non-Italian influence
in the Tratado da arte de arismetica.42
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Appendix A. Table of contents of Bento Fernandes’s Tratado da arte de arismetica43
A declaraçam de valia das letras da Arismetica, ho que valem cada hu˜a per si ou juntas fol. 1
A tavoada pequena fol. 2
A tavoada grande ate 100 vezes 100 fol. 3
A regra dassomar inteiros fol. 7
A regra de demenuir fol. 8
A regra de multipricar fol. 10
A prova dos setes fol. 11
Outra regra de multipricar em quadrado fol. 12
Outra regra de multipricar abreviado fol. 13
A regra de repartir inteiros fol. 14
Outra maneira de repartir mudãdo o partidor fol. 16
A regra de tres chãa. E a de tres com tempos fol. 18
A regra de tres com tempo e a rezam de tanto por cento fol. 19
A regra de tres em que a segunda he o partidor. E a regra de tres em que a terceira he o partidor fol. 19
A regra de cinquo fol. 20
A regra de companhias chãas fol. 21
Companhias com tempo fol. 22
Companhias com tempo e ha rezam de tanto por cento fol. 22
A declaraçam das provas reaes fol. 23
A regra de companhias de meyo terço quarto e quinto fol. 24
Regras de companhias deferentes fol. 25
Outras regras de companhias a tempo logo declarado fol. 26
A regra dassomar quebrados fol. 26
A regra de demenuir quebrados fol. 28
A regra de multipricar quebrados fol. 29
A regra de repartir quebrados fol. 30
A regra de tres de quebrados sem tempo e com tempo fol. 32
A regra de tres com tempo e a rezam de tanto por cento de quebrados fol. 33
Companhia de quebrados. E outra companhia de quebrados pela regra de três fol. 33
Companhias com tempo de quebrados. E companhias com tempo e a rezam de tanto por cento de quebrados fol. 34
Outras regras de companhias deferentes e per outro modo fol. 35
A regra da menos demenuiçam fol. 37
A regra de quarto e vintena fol. 38
Quarto e vintena com sua quebra fol. 39
As regras da conta de frandres fol. 40
Outra regra da conta de frandres doutra sorte fol. 41
A regra de baratas fol. 43
Outra de baratas a termo fol. 43
Outras de baratas pela regra da cousa fol. 44
A regra da progressam fol. 45
A regra de proseguir caminhando fol. 46
A regra de pagamentos em deferentes moedas fol. 48
Outra de pagamentos per outro modo fol. 49
A regra de desconto reduzido a hum dia fol. 49
Outra regra de desconto reduzido a hum dia per muytas partes fol. 51
Outra regra de desconto reduzido a hum dia per muytas partes per outro modo fol. 52
Muitas regras e rezões de mercadores e preguntas sotiis pera os tratantes fol. 53
Outra rezam de mercadores pela regra de desconto fol. 55
Outras rezões de mercadores per outro modo fol. 5643 Bento Fernandes gives this table, including the folio numbers of all sections, in the beginning of his work under the following title: “Tavoada
das regra e pregu˘tas deste presente livro da arte de arismetica assi como vam declaradas cada hu˘a em seu titolo.”
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A regra de duas falsas oposições fol. 59
Outra regra de duas oposições per outro modo fol. 64
Rezões da regra de hu˘a falsa oposiçam fol. 67
Outras regras de oposiçam deferentes fol. 68
Preguntas e rezões de tirar numeros pela regra da oposiçam fol. 70
Números deferentes fol. 74
Outra de números pela regra da cousa fol. 78
A regra de tirar raizes de toda sorte fol. 80
As quatro regras de raizes .f. assomar e demenuir, multipricar e repartir per raiz fol. 81
As regras da zibra de mocavel44 e da regra da cousa com a tavoada pera declaraçam das ditas regras fol. 83
Regras de tres deferentes com tempo e a rezam de tanto por cento fol. 94
Muytas preguntas e rezões sotiis de toda sorte fol. 95
Regras e preguntas de liga da prata fol. 107
Preguntas sobre a liga da prata fol. 112
Tavoada da valia da prata pera saber a como say a onça e a oytava vendida a rezam do que for vendido o marco pelos preços que for fol. 113
A regra da liga do ouro fol. 113
Tavoada da valia do ouro pelo peso das dobras fol. 114
Preguntas sobre a liga do ouro fol. 116
Tavoada da valia do ouro pelos pesos do marco a quanto say a onça e a oytava e ho grão vendida à rezam do que for vendido o marco fol. 118
Appendix B. Fernandes’s problems illustrating the different cases of equations
As the Tratado da arte de arismetica is a very rare Portuguese book, I here present the Portuguese text with English
translations of all problems illustrating the resolution of equations in Bento Fernandes’s treatise. I have numbered them
according to the corresponding cases of equations in Table 3. Multiple examples for a single case are distinguished by
letters a, b, etc. Note that Problems 1.c–e, and 3.b are included in the Tratado before the actual section on algebra.
Introductory notes concerning the Portuguese text. I have made the following adaptations to the original text:
• I have added some punctuation in order to increase the understandability by a modern reader.
• I have replaced abbreviations with the corresponding full words, using, for example, que instead of q˜; multipri-
cada instead of multipcada; em instead of e˜. I have omitted the dots before and after all numbers (for example,
12 instead of .12.).
• I have unified the writing of some words appearing in the text in slightly different forms; for example, tais (for
tays and tais); foi (for foy and foi); rezam (for rezã and rezam); hum (for hu˜ and hum); pregunto (for pregu˜to and
pregunto); per (for por and per); τ (for he and τ , i.e., “and”); E (for capital τ and He); raiz (for raiz and rayz);
igual (for igual and ygual); cubo (for cubo, cuby, and cubi); sam (for sam and sã). In each case I have chosen the
form that was most frequently used by the author.
1. a. Fazey-me de 12 tais duas partes que partida a mayor pela menor lhe venham em partiçã 7 [Fernandes, 1555,
fol. 83v].
Make for me such two parts of 12 that when the larger is divided by the smaller, there results 7 in the division (i.e.,
as the quotient).
b. Hum mercador tem 3 peças de pano pera ve˜der que valem 100 coroas. E diz, eu nã sey quãto valia a primeira peça
pore˜ sey que ha segu˜da peça val dous tãto que ha primeira τ 7 coroas mais. E sey que a terceira peça val tãto quãto
val a primeira τ a segu˜da peça τ hu˜a coroa menos. Pregunto quãto val cada peça per si [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 84r].
A merchant has 3 pieces of cloth to sell that are (together) worth 100 coroas. He says, I do not know what the value
of the first cloth is, but I know that the second costs twice the first plus 7 coroas, and I know that the third costs the
same as the first plus the second minus 1 coroa. I ask: what is the value of each piece?
c. Dous mercadores baratã. Hum tem panos de lõdres τ outro tem algodã. Ha peça do pano de lõdres val a dinheiro
de cõtado 19 cruzados douro, τ no barato se mete a hu˜a certa cãtidade que se nã sabe. E quer 14 em dinheiro cotado.
44 In the title of the corresponding chapter, Bento Fernandes writes “moquavel” instead of “mocavel.”
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barato igual. Pregunto a quãto se deve meter ha peça do lõdres no barato [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 44r].
Two merchants are bartering. One has cloth from London and the other has cotton. The price in cash of the cloth
from London is 19 gold cruzados. They barter a certain amount (of cloth), that we do not know, and 14 (of the amount)
is required in cash. The quintal of cotton is worth 10 cruzados in cash, but in the barter it is worth 13 cruzados. They
will be (considered) equal in the barter.45 I ask: at what price must the piece of London (cloth) be put in the barter?
d. Dois mercadores baratam, f. hum laã τ outro seda. Ho quintal da laã val a dinheiro de cõtado a 20 coroas, τ no
barato se mete a 24 coroas; τ a livra da seda val a dinheiro de cõtado a 6 coroas, τ no barato se mete a 9 coroas.
Pregunto, que parte houveram em dinheiro de cõtado τ qual das partes ho houve [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 44r–v].
Two merchants are bartering, namely one wool and the other silk. The value of a quintal of wool is 20 coroas in
cash and it is put in the barter at 24 coroas; and the value of a libra of silk is 6 coroas in cash and in the barter it is put
at 9 coroas. I ask: what part did they have in cash, and which of the two parties had it?
e. Fazey me de 10 tais duas partes que multipricada cada hu˜a per si mesmo τ tirada a multipricaçã hu˜a da outra, f. a
menor da mayor, fiquem 50 [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 78r]
Make for me such two parts of 10 that when each one is multiplied by itself and (then) one multiplication (i.e.,
product) is subtracted from the other, namely, the smaller from the larger, they make 50.
2. Day me hum numero que tirãdo dele 13 τ
1
5 ho mais que ficar multipricado per si mesmo faça 28 [Fernandes, 1555,
fol. 83v].
Find me a number (such) that, when 13 and 15 are taken away (i.e., subtracted) from it and that which remains is
multiplied by itself, it makes 28.
3. a. Day me tais dous números que seja tal parte hum do outro como he 3 de 5, τ multipricado hum numero cõtra ho
outro faça tãto quãto ju˜tos em soma [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 84r].
Find me such two numbers that one is such part of the other as 3 is of 5, and when one number is multiplied against
the other, it makes as much as when they are added.
b. Qual sera ho numero que tirãdo dele 13 τ 14 , ho que ficar multipricado per si mesmo faça tãto quãto ho próprio
numero [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 74v].
Which is the number that when its 13 and
1
4 are subtracted from it, then the rest multiplied by itself makes as much
as the number?
4. a. Hum mercador deu a outro 20 livras per 2 anos a ho ganho, τ isto a fazer cõta en cada ano do ganho τ propio;
τ nestes dous anos lhe rendeo antre ganho τ propio 30 livras. Pregunto a que rezam foi dada a este mercador a livra
ao mês, pois que em 2 anos cõ 20 livras ganhou 10 livras [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 84v].
A merchant gave to another 20 libras for 2 years to gain (profit), and this to make account of profit and capital at
the end of each year. When it came to the end of the two years, he got, capital and profit together, 30 libras. I ask: at
which monthly rate was the libra lent to this merchant, so that in 2 years with 20 libras he earned 10 libras?
b. Hum mercador deu a outro hu˜a cãtidade de dinheiro, que se nã sabe quãto, ne˜ a rezam de quãtos dinheiros lhe deu
a livra ao mês; τ quãdo ve˜ a cabo de hum ano ho mercador ouve e˜tre ganho τ propio 80 livras de grossos. E depois
lhe tornou a dar as propias 80 livras de grossos per outro ano a hum dinheiro mais por livra que ho primeiro ano.
E acabados os dous anos achou que ho ganho do segu˜do ano multipricado per 8 faz tãto quãto ho próprio que lhe
deu o primeiro ano. Pregunto quãto he o dinheiro que lhe deu ho primeiro ano τ a que rezam lhe deu a livra ao mês
[Fernandes, 1555, fol. 84r].
A merchant gave to another a sum of money, but he did not know how much nor at which monthly rate of dinheiros
he gave him the libra; and after one year the merchant had, capital and profit together, 80 libras de grossos. Then, he
again gave the 80 libras de grossos for one more year at (a rate of) one dinheiro more per libra than in the first year.
At the end of the two years, he observed that the gain of the second year when multiplied by 8 was equal to (the profit)
that his capital gave him in the first year. I ask: how much money did it give him in the first year, and at which rate per
month did he lend the libra?
45 This means that the profits of the two merchants should be proportional.
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primeira vez τ ajunto ho que ve˜ da primeira τ segunda vez, he faze˜ 20. Pregunto por quãto os party a primeira vez τ
a segu˜da vez [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 85v–86r].
I divide 100 by a quantity and I memorize what results; and then I divide again by 5 more than the first time, and I
add together the result of the first time with the result of the second time, and it makes 20. I ask: by what did I divide,
the first time and the second time?
6. Hum mercador fez duas viage˜s a frãdes. E a primeira viage˜ ganhou 12 cruzados, τ a segu˜da viage˜ ganhou a
mesma rezam .f. soldo a livra do que ganhou a primeira viage˜; τ feitas abas as viage˜s ele fez entre ganho τ próprio
100 cruzados. Pregunto co˘ quãto dinheiro se partio este home˜ de sua casa a primeira viage˜ τ a segu˜da [Fernandes,
1555, fol. 86r–86v].
A merchant traveled twice to Flanders. On the first trip he earned 12 cruzados, and on the second he earned the
same rate of soldo per libra as he made on the first trip; and when his trips were completed he had made, (considering)
profit and capital together, 100 cruzados. I ask: with how much money did this man set out from his home on the first
trip and on the second?
7. Day me tais 3 numeros que seja tal parte o primeiro do segu˜do como he 2 de 3, τ seja tal parte ho segu˜do do
terceiro como he 3 de 4; τ multipricado ho primeiro pelo segu˜do, τ o que fizer multipricado pelo terceiro, faça 96
[Fernandes, 1555, fol. 86v].
Find me such three numbers that the first is such part of the second as 2 is of 3 and the second is such part of the
third as 3 is of 4, and when the first (number) is multiplied by the second, and that which it makes (i.e., the result) is
multiplied by the third, it makes 96.
8. Day me tais 3 numeros que seja em proporçã τ soma o primeiro do segu˜do como he 2 de 3, he o segu˜do do terceiro
como he 3 de 4; τ multipricado o primeiro numero cõtra ho segu˜do, τ o que faz multipricado pelo terceiro numero,
faça a raiz de 12 [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 87r].
Find me such three numbers that are in proportion and amount, the first to the second as 2 is to 3, and the second to
the third as 3 is to 4, and when the first number is multiplied against the second, and that which it makes is multiplied
by the third number, it makes the root of 12.
9. Day me tais dous numeros que seja tal parte o primeiro do segu˜do como he 2 de 3, τ multipricado ho primeiro per
si mesmo τ depois per ho proprio numero, faça tãto quãto ho segu˜do numero [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 87v].
Find me such two numbers that the first is such part of the second as 2 is of 3, and when the first (number) is
multiplied by itself and then (again) by the same number, it makes as much as the second number.
10. Day me tais dous numeros que seja tal parte o primeiro do segu˜do como he 3 de 4, τ multipricado ho primeiro
per si mesmo, τ depois tornado a multipricar per ho mesmo numero, faça tãto quãto ho segu˜do numero multipricado
per si mesmo [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 87v].
Find me such two numbers that the first is such part of the second as 3 is of 4, and when the first (number) is
multiplied by itself and then again by the same number, it makes as much as the second number multiplied by itself.
11. Day me tais tres numeros que seja em proporçam he soma ho primeiro do segu˜do como he 3 de 4, τ o segu˜do
do terceiro como he 4 de 5; τ multipcado o primeiro numero per si mesmo, τ depois per ho proprio numero, faça
tãto quãto o segu˜do numero multipcado per si mesmo, τ posto sobre a soma do terceiro numero [Fernandes, 1555,
fol. 88r].
Find me such three numbers that are in proportion and amount, the first to the second as 3 is to 4 and the second to
the third as 4 is to 5, and when the first number is multiplied by itself and then (again) by the (same) number, it makes
as much as the second number multiplied by itself and (then) added to the third number.
12. Day me tays dous numeros que seja tal parte hum do outro como he 2 de 3, τ multipricado ho primeiro per si
mesmo, τ depois per ho numero, faça tãto quãto ju˜tos os ditos números em soma, τ poe˜do lhe encima 16 [Fernandes,
1555, fol. 88r].
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by itself and then (again) by the (first) number, it makes as much as when the given numbers are added together and
it is added to 16.
13. Day me tais dous numeros que seja tal parte hum do outro como he 2 de 3, τ multipricado ho primeiro per si
mesmo, τ depois per ho numero, faça tãto quãto ho segu˜do numero multiprcado per si mesmo he pondo lhe encima 12
[Fernandes, 1555, fol. 88v].
Find me such two numbers that one is such part of the other as 2 is of 3, and when the first (number) is multiplied
by itself and then (again) by the (first) number, it makes as much as when the second number is multiplied by itself
and then 12 is added.
14. Day me tais 3 numeros que seja em proporçã he soma tais como he 2 de 3, τ como he 3 de 4, he multipricado
ho primeiro per si mesmo, τ depois per ho numero, faça tãto quãto ho segu˜do numero multipricado per si mesmo,
τ posto sobre ho terceiro numero, τ mais 12 [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 89r].
Find me such three numbers that are in proportion and amount as 2 is of 3 and 3 is of 4, and when the first (number)
is multiplied by itself and then (again) by the (first) number, it makes as much as when the second number is multiplied
by itself and then added to the third number, plus 12.
15. Day me tais tres numeros que sejam em proporçã τ soma tais como he 2 de 3, e como he 3 de 4; τ multiplicado o
primeiro numero per si mesmo τ depois pelo numero, e outro si ho segu˘do numero multiplicado per si mesmo, τ junto
em soma hu˜a multipricaçã e a outra, faça tãto quãto ho terceiro numero [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 89r–89v].
Find me such three numbers that are in proportion and amount as 2 is to 3 and 3 is to 4, and when the first number
is multiplied by itself and then (again) by the (first) number, and, on the other hand if the second number is multiplied
by itself, and then one multiplication (i.e., product) and the other are added together, it makes as much as the third
number.
16. Day me tais 3 numeros que sejã em proporçã τ soma tais como he 3 de 4, τ como he 4 de 5; τ multipricado ho
primeiro per si mesmo τ depois per ho numero, τ aquela multipricaçã posta sobre ho numero segu˜do, faça tãto quãto
o terceiro numero multipricado per si mesmo [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 89v].
Find me such three numbers that are in proportion and amount as 3 is to 4 and 4 is to 5, and when the first (number)
is multiplied by itself and then (again) by the (first) number, and that product is added to the second number, it makes
as much as the third number multiplied by itself.
17. He hum escudo que tem 3 faces, que he tãto per hu˜a face como pela outra, τ nã se sabe quãtas braças será; pore˜
sabese que ho escudo he quadro 100 braças. Pregunto quãto sera per cada face [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 90r].
There is a shield that has three faces, all with the same measure. We do not know how many « braças »46 they have,
but we know that the shield is 100 squared braças. I ask: how much is each face?
18. Day me tais 2 numeros que seja em proporçã τ soma tais como he 2 de 3, τ multipricado ho primeiro numero
per si mesmo, τ aquilo que fizer tornado a multipricar per si mesmo, faça tãto quãto ho segu˜do numero [Fernandes,
1555, fol. 90v].
Find me such two numbers that are in proportion and amount as 2 is to 3, and when the first number is multiplied
by itself, and that which it makes (i.e., the result) is again multiplied by itself, it makes as much as the second number.
19. Day me tais 2 numeros que seja tal parte hum do outro como he 3 de 4, τ multipricado ho primeiro numero per
si mesmo, τ aquilo que faz multipricado ainda per si mesmo, faça tãto quãto ho segu˜do numero multipricado per si
mesmo [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 90v].
46 The braça is an old unit of measure.
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by itself, and that which it makes (i.e., the result) is again multiplied by itself, it makes as much as the second number
multiplied by itself.
20. Day me tais dous numeros que seja tal parte hum do outro como he 4 de 5, τ multipricado ho primeiro per si
mesmo, τ aquilo que faz multipricado outra vez faça tãto quãto ho segu˜do numero multipricado per si mesmo τ depois
multipricado pelo numero [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 91r].
Find me such two numbers that one is such part of the other as 4 is of 5, and when the first number is multiplied by
itself, and that which it makes (i.e., the result) is one more time multiplied by itself, it makes as much as the second
number multiplied by itself and then multiplied (again) by the (second) number.
21. Day me tais 2 numeros que seja tal parte hum do outro como he 1 de 3, τ multipricado ho primeiro numero per si
mesmo, τ aquilo que fizer multipricado outra vez per si mesmo, τ posto sobre 20 faça tãto quãto ho segu˜do numero
multipricado per si mesmo [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 91v].
Find me such two numbers that one is such part of the other as 1 is of 3, and when the first number is multiplied by
itself, and that which it makes (i.e., the result) is multiplied one more time by itself, and (then) added to 20, it makes
as much as the second number multiplied by itself.
22. Day me tais dous numeros que seja tal parte hum do outro como he 2 de 3, τ multipricado hum numero cõtra ho
outro faça a raiz de 12 [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 92r].
Find me such two numbers that one is such part of the other as 2 is of 3, and when one number is multiplied against
the other, it makes as much as the root of 12.
23. Day me tais dous numeros que seja tal parte hum do outro como he 3 de 4, τ multipricado hum contra o outro
faça 10 τ raiz de 10 [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 92r].
Find me such two numbers that one is such part of the other as 3 is of 4, and when one (number) is multiplied
against the other, it makes 10 plus the root of 10.
24. Hum mercador deu a outro 100 livras de grossos, da valia de invés, per 3 anos, τ em cada ano lhe avia de dar
cota do ganho τ próprio; τ acabados os 3 anos ele ouve de ganho τ próprio 150 livras de grossos. Pregunto a que
rezam deu este mercador a livra ao mes, ao outro, pois que em 3 anos cõ 100 livras ganha 50 livras [Fernandes, 1555,
fol. 92v].
One merchant gave to another 100 livras de grossos, with the value of those of Anvers, for 3 years, and in each
year had him make account of the profit and the capital; and at the end of those 3 years the profit and the capital were
150 livras de grossos. I ask: which monthly rate did this merchant give a livra to the other, so that in 3 years with 100
livras he made 50 livras?
25. Hum mercador deu a outro 100 livras de grossos, ao ganho per 4 anos, a fazer rezam τ cõta em cada ano, que
se e˜te˜de por ganhar ganho de ganhos; τ nos ditos 4 anos o mercador ouve de proprio τ ganho 160 livras de grossos.
Pregunto a que rezam foi dada a livra ao mes, pois em 4 anos com 100 livras ele ganha 60 livras [Fernandes, 1555,
fol. 93r].
A merchant gave to another 100 livras de grossos to invest for 4 years, to make account at the end of each year, that
is to gain profit from profits. When it came to the end of the four years, the merchant received 160 livras de grossos
capital and profit. I ask: at which rate per month was the libra lent, so that in 4 years with 100 livras he gained 60
livras?
26. Hum mercador deu a outro 50 livras de grossos, per 2 anos, ao ganho, a fazer rezam de cota, em cada ano, de
ganho de ganhos. E a cabo dos 2 anos ho mercador ouve de ganho τ próprio 50 livras τ mais a raiz de 484 livras.
Pregunto a que rezam foi dada a livra ao mês, pois ele ganha em 2 anos, cõ 50 livras a raiz de 484 livras de grossos
[Fernandes, 1555, fol. 93v].
A merchant gave to another 50 livras de grossos to invest for 2 years, to make account at the end of each year that
is to gain profit from profits. When it came to the end of the two years, he received of profit and capital 50 livras de
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he gained the root of 484 livras de grossos?
27. Fazey me de 10 tais duas partes que multipricada a mayor cõtra a menor, τ depois partida esta multipricação per
a diferença que há de hu˜a parte a outra, lhe venha raiz de 18 [Fernandes, 1555, fol. 94r].
Make for me two such parts of 10 that when the greater is multiplied against the lesser, and then this multiplication
(i.e., product) is divided by the difference of one part from the other, it makes the root of 18.
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